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--Emma is THE BEST photographer I've worked with. So I tracked her down to do a
surprise engagement photo shoot for my wife and I, and she was so talented that
we had to have her photograph our wedding in Atlanta. She goes above and
beyond for her clients and I really appreciate that about her. With Emma, you'll
find a combination of vision and talent. I suggest that anyone uses her as their
photographer.
Handy Debagon
---

About Emma-Jane:

Hi, I'm Emma-Jane. A multi award winning,
international female photographer.
I specialise in fashion inspired wedding
photography, capturing the natural elements of the
wedding day as well as stylish couple shots that
still allow each couple to be themselves in the best
way possible!
I have been lucky enough to be named as one of
the top 50 UK wedding photographers of 2018 and
2019. I get to work with some super fun couples,
travel to amazing wedding venues such as Syon
Park, The Asylum, Kew Gardens and Aynhoe Park,
As well as destination wedding locations such as
Italy, Malta, Atlanta, Qatar, Germany and
Santorini.
I love looking at architecture, fun moments and the
romance of a day to tell your story the way it
should be told...
Beautifully.

Her visuals were just

Stunning..
Like something out of a magazine,
And it was us!

Lace Package
£850

What you get in this package:
- 6 Hours of coverage of your day which can
be placed where you choose.
- Personalised USB and wood box which is
home to your fully edited wedding photos.
These are of your choosing, without
watermarks and print ready.
- Secure online gallery to share with friends
and family
NOTE the 6 hour package is available
during out of season only approx DecemberFebruary. Please enquire to see if there is
flexibility on this depending on my schedule
for the year.

--Emma did our wedding photos and
was brilliant - her photos are
incredible (she's a very talented
photographer!) The way she captures
not just the people but the colours,
the light and the surroundings is
brilliant. She is also wonderfully
unobtrusive and captured some
excellent candid shots. We couldn't
be happier and couldn't recommend
Emma highly enough.
Tom Gilliard-Burden
---

Crystal Package
£1200

What you get in this package:
- 8 Hours of coverage of your day which can be
placed where you choose.
- 40 page Italian hand bound album designed
specifically to showcase your favourite images.
Personalise the cover and material as well as a
keepsake box.
- Personalised USB and wood box which is home
to your fully edited wedding photos. These are of
your choosing, without watermarks and print ready.
- Secure online gallery to share with friends and
family.

Pearl Package
£1400 or £1600
with engagement shoot

What you get in this package:
- 10 Hours of coverage of your day which can be placed
where you choose
- 40 page Italian hand bound album designed specifically
to showcase your favourite images. Personalise the cover
and material as well as a keepsake box.
- Personalised USB and wood box which is home to
your fully edited wedding photos. These are of your
choosing, without watermarks and print ready.
- Secure online gallery to share with friends and family
Optional mini couple 'engagement shoot' at £200

Gold Package
£1600 or £1800
with engagement shoot

What you get in this package:
- 12 Hours of coverage of your day which can be placed
where you choose
- 50 page Italian hand bound album designed
specifically to showcase your favourite images.
Personalise the cover and material as well as a keepsake
box.
- Personalised USB and wood box which is home to
your fully edited wedding photos. These are of your
choosing, without watermarks and print ready.
- Secure online gallery to share with friends and family
- Optional mini couple 'engagement shoot at £200

--Emma- Jane was such a helpful, friendly and
professional photographer right from the start when I
first phoned her to enquire. She really knows her stuff
and was amazing at our wedding. I barely noticed she
was there and she really went all out and that extra mile!
She took so many amazing photos that really capture the
moment and look so magical and romantic. I can't wait
to receive the album and show all my friends and family.
I would highly recommend her to anyone wanting high
quality professional photos, you couldn't fault her. She
pays attention to detail and that is exactly what you
want in a photo
Casey Ruff
---

Destination weddings

I have been lucky enough to travel for weddings
to some amazing places including Atlanta,
Malta, Tuscany, Portugal, Lake Como, Ravello,
Sorrento, Cappadocia, Ibiza and Germany.
Light, schedule and the overall day of a
destination wedding is quite different to the UK
and something that I have gotten more and
more passionate about. It really is something to
embrace- to create beautifully lit pictures.
Why take me abroad?
It means we can build a great relationship
before you travel, getting comfy in front of the
camera with an engagement shoot, outlining the
schedule of the wedding day and fluent
communication throughout. No fears. It can
avoid any communication issues if you hired
locally at your destination as well as any fears
about not receiving the images once you return
back to the UK.
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Travel costs
---

Taking me abroad with you does not need to be
expensive. I work with couples to create the most
cost effective travel plans with no hidden costs.
Flights and a one or two night stay max.
---

--Amazing and really talented photographer! Emma
captured our day beautifully whilst being very
unintrusive - some of our guests even commented that
they hardly noticed she was there. We're so happy with
the finished photos and couldn't recommend Emma
highly enough
Vivian Collins
---

Destination

PHOTOGRAPHY
Lighting that is

Romantic..

Tr u e w e d d i n g m a g i c . . .

Personalised USB
--Once your images have been fully edited, these will be able to be transfered
onto your personalised USB.
Your USB will come with your images at high resolution and print ready
without our watermarks so you can print these without distractions.
You will be able to personalise your wood box and USB with anything you
like.
You can also upgrade your USB to the rose gold and crystal USB, box and
Leather pouch with 10 prints of your choice.
---

Italian Albums
--Hand bound Italian Albums encase your images to be remembered forever.
Printed on lustre photographic paper to avoid fingermarks and protected in a
personalised box. these come plain to allow you to customise if required.
Choose to personalise your album with extras:
+ Crystal photographic cover
+ Leather box and album
+ Engraving on box and album
+ Extra pages
+ Mini square albums for friends and family
---

--We chose Emma because of her particular
style of photos, beautifully creative with
an edge that we didn’t see in other
wedding photographers. Our experience
with Emma was absolutely brilliant - we
cannot recommend enough. Her
professionalism was excellent, and she
found clever and innovative ways to get
shots of our day despite rain and
unconventional venues! It didn’t feel
intrusive at all and the resulting photos
are amazing, a great mixture of posed and
candid. Emma was so kind, helpful and
lovely to be around, a bonus too!
Faye Rice
---

--Emma is a brilliant photographer, she listened to our needs,
understands the theme of our wedding, and with the help of
lovely sunny weather and beautiful Kew gardens
backgrounds, we have the most amazing wedding photos we
could hoped for. She also provided large amount of photos for
us to pick for post production, which is quite rare from my
past photo shooting experience, and the work is natural and
touching. Our family definitely loves it and we will cherish it
for the rest of our lives...
Catherine Edmonds

Fun..

Creative..
& like having my best friend as my
photographer...

--Emma-Jane's wedding photography skills are superb her eye for creative direction is outstanding and the end
result of breath-taking shoots is fantastic
---

Engagement shoots

--Engagement shoots are a great way to get comfortable in
front of the camera. So both my 10 and 12 hour has the
option to have a mini 50 minute session added on.
Or you can do a stand alone engagement session outside of
any of my packages just because you want to! These are
£350 for 1.5 hours with images provided on an online
gallery.
---

--We chose Emma-Jane for our wedding in August 2020
and even for a short After-Wedding shoot through the
city of London and we are still more than happy with
that decision!
Emma-Jane was the most professional photographer
we’ve ever met! Throughout the whole day of our
wedding it was just amazing to work with her. We did
not even recognise her at the ceremony, nor at our
wedding dinner and that is what makes the pictures so
special and intimate!
While we went through our location of Kew Gardens and
also at our tour through London it was just enjoyable to
work with her! She managed to take so much wonderful
photos of us in difficult situations with passers-by but
we got the feeling that we could not even do anything
wrong! It’s just every Single shot that got a great picture.
Today, we look on all of our pictures and we are
absolutely in love with the way Emma-Jane caught the
lights of our big day and created these amazing lasting
memories.
---

.Stylish.
.PROFESSIONAL.
.TIMELESS.

